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Price: 1,150,000€  Ref: GG5137-4038

Villa

Benitachell

3

3

417m² Build Size

813m² Plot Size

Pool: Yes

A stunning villa imbued with a clear concept, where indoor and outdoor spaces merge to

create an oasis of open, bright, and functional areas. Upon entering the living room, you

are greeted by the inviting sight of the terrace, an invitation to bask in the blissful

Mediterranean climate, which blesses us with nearly 300 days of sunshine per year.

Designed in open modules and elegantly arranged in an L-shape, the villa embraces the

main garden where a stunning infinity pool seamlessly merges with the sea. This open

space welcomes you to soak up the sun and Mediterranean climate while being

care...(Ask for More Details!)
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A stunning villa imbued with a clear concept, where indoor and outdoor spaces merge to create an oasis of

open, bright, and functional areas. Upon entering the living room, you are greeted by the inviting sight of the

terrace, an invitation to bask in the blissful Mediterranean climate, which blesses us with nearly 300 days of

sunshine per year.

Designed in open modules and elegantly arranged in an L-shape, the villa embraces the main garden where

a stunning infinity pool seamlessly merges with the sea. This open space welcomes you to soak up the sun

and Mediterranean climate while being carefully oriented to ensure maximum privacy.

Divided into two levels, the upper floor reveals the sleeping quarters, where two bedrooms share a common

bathroom, while the master suite becomes a private sanctuary with its own bathroom and dressing area.

From these rooms, you are treated to enchanting views of the sea and mountains, creating a sense of

serenity and tranquility that invites pure relaxation.

The ground floor accommodates the daytime module, seamlessly connected to the outside to create a sense

of fluidity and unity with the surroundings. This daytime module includes a grand entrance hall, a guest toilet,

and a seamless pairing of a generous living-dining room and a perfectly integrated kitchen. Both modules

converge in the outdoor space, where the terrace and pool serve as the central point of connection.

The contemporary style of Villa Nara effortlessly blends with Mediterranean tradition, resulting in a

harmonious and balanced space that invites sensory joy and relaxation. The lush main garden, with its

Mediterranean flora and fragrant plants, connects you with nature in a way that soothes and rejuvenates.

In essence, Villa Nara is a gem of a villa, infused with uniqueness and designed to embrace life in all its

splendor while creating an environment where architecture and nature meld in perfect harmony. This is the

place where dreams of luxury, comfort, and beauty come to life, and where unforgettable memories are born

in an environment that is truly enchanting.

The concept of Magnolias Design revolves around creating personalized villas in the Residential Resort

Cumbre del Sol, with a focus on a clean and elegant design that maximizes the southeast orientation and

exclusive views of the sea and Ibiza.

The plots designated for sale at Magnolias Design are used for the development of contemporary villas

carefully designed to maximize natural light and a sense of spaciousness. The villas are oriented in such a

way that the sun rays reflected by the sea reach most of the interior, creating a bright and inviting

atmosphere.

The layout of the villas is designed to promote a seamless transition between indoor and outdoor spaces.

The extensive day areas, including the kitchen, dining-living room, and veranda, are interconnected through

sliding glass doors that shift to the side, creating a harmonious connection between the interior and exterior.

Each villa model features three bedrooms and two bathrooms on the ground floor, with the option to create a

fourth bedroom if desired from an open space with a veranda. All villas come with a garden and a covered

parking space, making them an ideal option for families looking for comfortable and modern living.

This modern residential project offers a unique opportunity to reside in the Residential Resort Cumbre del

Sol, where high-quality construction materials and design are combined to create a luxurious and stylish

living environment.

Cumbre del Sol, nestled along the stunning coastline of the Costa Blanca in Spain, is a prestigious residential

area that embodies the essence of Mediterranean living. Located between the charming towns of Jávea and

Moraira, Cumbre del Sol offers an idyllic retreat with breathtaking views of the Mediterranean Sea and the

surrounding mountains.

The name "Cumbre del Sol," which translates to "Peak of the Sun," perfectly captures the essence of this

beautiful location. Situated on cliffs that rise majestically from the sea, the area enjoys abundant sunshine

throughout the year, making it a haven for sun-seekers and outdoor enthusiasts alike.

One of the defining features of Cumbre del Sol is its harmonious integration of modern amenities with the

natural beauty of the landscape. The development comprises a diverse range of properties, including luxury

villas, stylish apartments, and townhouses, each meticulously designed to complement the surrounding

environment and offer residents the highest level of comfort and convenience.

Cumbre del Sol boasts a wealth of amenities designed to enhance the quality of life for its residents. Within

the community, residents have access to a variety of facilities, including shops, restaurants, sports facilities,

and health and wellness centers. Additionally, the area is home to prestigious international schools, making it

an ideal choice for families seeking a vibrant yet peaceful environment to call home.

One of the highlights of Cumbre del Sol is its spectacular natural surroundings. The area is blessed with

unspoiled beaches, secluded coves, and rugged coastal trails, offering endless opportunities for outdoor

exploration and relaxation. Whether you're lounging on the golden sands of Cala del Moraig, snorkeling in the

crystal-clear waters, or hiking along the cliffs, Cumbre del Sol offers an unparalleled connection to nature.

In addition to its natural beauty and recreational opportunities, Cumbre del Sol is steeped in history and

culture. Nearby towns such as Jávea and Moraira boast a rich heritage dating back centuries, with ancient

ruins, medieval castles, and picturesque old town centers waiting to be explored.

Overall, Cumbre del Sol is more than just a residential area; it's a lifestyle destination that offers the perfect

blend of luxury, natural beauty, and cultural richness. Whether you're seeking a peaceful retreat, an active

lifestyle, or a vibrant community to call home, Cumbre del Sol truly has something for everyone.
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